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ABSTRACT

Awareness in cond.itioning of meaning e>lperiment.s was
investigated. clee e>çerimental procedure employed closel-y
paralleled that used. by Staats and. Staats (1957).

Cond.itigning trials vrere presented to ]-,2S Subjects
(gs). For all ss the conditioned. stimuli (css¡ consisted of
evaluatively neutral (as measured on four semantic d.ifferentíal
evaluative scales) nonsense syllables. For about half (61) of
the Ês the uncond,ítioned stimuli were evaluativery loaded.
meaningful words. For the remainder (6'+¡ of the Ês the ucss
\^rere evaluatively load,ed nonsense syllables. one cs was
consistenÈIy paíred with six different positive evaluative
ucss and a second cs was paired with six negative evaluative
ucss. Normative evaruative ratings of css and ucss \^rere
obtained príor to the actual e><periment. Non-critical filler
paírings were incruded to disguise the purpose of the experi-
ment- rn both groups paírings \^¡ere presented either one,
three or five times.

All ss rated the css on four evaluative scares of the
semantic differential, recalled the pairingrs and completed a
d.emand. and contingency aïrareness questionnaire. In add.ition,
a contror group of 22 ss w?rich did not receive conditioning
trials rated the CSs.

rt was hlzpothesízed that the cond.itioníng of meaning
phenomenon (as reflected in the ratings of crit,ical css) would
occur and that this phenomenon would be independent upon the
inclusion of "aware" Ss. lfLrere \¡rere two methods for d.etermining
awareness. Any s who indicated on the questionnaire that he
\^¡as a\^rare either of the cs-ucs contingency anð,/or of the purpose
of the e><periment were consídered aware. Eleven gs, arl in
bhe meaningful ucs group indicated such a$rareness. Arl ss in
the nonsense syllable UCS group \^¡ere consídered unaware because
of the surface meaninglessness of the ucss in that group. The
condítioning phenomenon \^ras shown to exist and was not dependent
on the inclusíon of the eleven aware Ss. However, the noïìsense
syllable UCS group did. not in general, exhíbit the phenomenon.

rt was also hlpothesizeð, that the strength of the
conditioning effect would. be a function of the nwrber of CS-UCS
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pairings (one, three or five). ïhis hypothesís found. strong
support and for the meaningful ucs group was not dependent
upon the inclusíon of the aware Ss.

Results are discussed in terms of the conditíoning
and awareness líterature, demand characteristics, and. the
"mere-e>qgosure" hypothesís of Zajonc.
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Ctlar¡ter I

In 1957 Staats and Staats reported a study whích 
:, .:

concluded that evaluat.ive meaning vüas classically cond.itioned :'r:

to previously neutral nonsense syllabres. As a result of this

study and ntrrnerous other stud.ies based on it (e.g., Staats , 
,.,...,,,,

StaatsandBiggs195B,StaatsandStaats1959)acontroVersy
::| -:

stemming from the staatsr int,erpretation has d.everoped. The ','t',

staats' ínterpretation was founded on the assumption that the

conditioníng ín their experiment took place without the

subjects' (Ê-s') a\^rareness of the consistent pairíngs of one

nonsense syllable with words that were positively evaluative

(sweet, kind, etc.) and the pairing of a second nonsense

syllable with negative evaluat,ive word.s (cruel, sick, etc.).

opponents of the crassical condit.íoning h1z¡gothesis have since 
,r.,,r,ì

conducted studÍes wtrich they feel indícate that a conditioning
: -,. -,',:

of meaning without awareness of these contingencíes is not ,"'1,,,',

possible (e.9., Cohen L964, page 1969) .

The present study \^ras conducted for the purpose of

further clarifying the issues of awareness and the condit,ioning

meaning. rt attempts to replicate the staats' results and. to

eliminate the possibility of awareness of the conditíoned.

stímulus (cs¡ uncond,itioned stimurus (ucs¡ contingencies.
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lfhe Staats' E:<perimental procedure

In the technique employed by Staats and. Staats (L957)

six IICS word lists containing 18 words each vrere used. Two

of the lists loaded. highly on t?re evaluative factor of the

Semantic Differentíal (Osgood. and Suci, 1955). One of the

lists consisted of negatíve evaluative words and the other of

positive evaluative words. The other four rists contained

words which \^lere relatively neutral on the evaluative dimension.

Each of these lists was paíred with a different cs nonsense

syIIable. fhe former two lists served as the e>rperimenÈal

variable. the lat.ter four served to conceal the 'purpose of

the e>çeriment from Ss.

The nonsense syllables \^rere projected on a screen and

were followed. by the auditory presentation of the associated.

ucs word.. The syllabres lrrere presented in random order,

though each syllable never appeared more than twice ín 
1,.,t,,.

succession. No ucs word. was paired more than once with its 
,,,

associated nonsense syIlable. ïn this \^ray no syst,ematic l

association was formed between a cs and a ucs. Each nonsense

syllable vras projected 18 times with a d.ifferent word following
t,r,
: i:.ít each time, i.e., there \^rere 18 conditioning trials.

Príor to the presentation of the condítioning trials

ss were gíven two practice tasks. one of these tasks required

the learning of nonsense syllables, the other the rearning of
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meaningful word.s. They \^rere then instructed that the purpose

of the e><perimental phase was to investigate the effects of

learning nonsense syllab1es and meaningful words símultaneously.

The ínstructions \^¡ere used in order to keep Ës from becomíng

a\^rare of the true purpose of the study.

After tTre cond.itioning phase of the stud.y and. prior

to a recall test of syIlables and words (used sole1y for

consistency with the deceptíve instructions) 9s rated the six

nonsense syIlable CSs on the pleasant-unpleasant scale of the

Semantic Differentíal. g.s \^rere told. that the rationale for

the rating \^tas that the way one feels about a syIIable may

effect the learning of the syllabIe. On the post pairíng

rating test the syllable paired with the negative evaluative

words was rated as significantly more unpleasant than neutral

and the syllable paired with the positíve evaluative words

\4zas rated as signíficantly more pleasant tlran neutral.

Following the experíment gs \^¡ere asked. to write down anything

they thought about. the nat,ure and purpose of the e>çeriment.

Nine of the 86 gs wrote that they lrr'ere a\^rare of a relationship

between certain sylIabIes and words. These gs were d.ropped

from the analysis. (The issue of awareness will be d.iscussed.

in a following section).

Basic Studies in ÇC¡ndilion@

In subsequent stud.ies Staats and Staats, their
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colleagues and other investigators have elaborated upon the

original research findings. All of these stud.ies, includ.ing

the original one, are based upon the assumption that meaning

is a response and that as a response it should be affected by

any of the variables that effect responses in general.

Staats and Staats (1958) performed a variation of

their original study which involved substituting national

names and. male first names for nonsense syllables as the CS.

For one group "Dutch" was paired with positive UCS words and.

"swedis?r" with negative word.s. In a second group the proced.ure

was reversed. For other Ês the same proced.ure employed male

first names. Again all 9s that indicated. in the post-e>çeri-

mental interview that they \^rere a\^rare of a systemat.ic

name-word list contíngency ir.iere d.ropped from the analysis. As

in the original study the results showed that CSs paired with

negative evaluative words \^Iere rated. signíficantly lower than

neutral and all CS words paired. with posítively evaluatíve

word.s ü/ere rated significantly higher than neutral. The

conclusion drawn on the basis of the data is that attitudes

have been classicallv conditioned. wit?rout S's a\^rareness.

Staats, Staats and Biggs (1958) used. the same paradígim

in two other related stud.ies. In one of these stud.ies, colour

names (red and yellow) were used as CSs. It was known from

normative data that the colour names had slightly negative
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"1': ":evaluative meanings as measured by the pleasant-unpleasant

scale of ttre Semantic Differential. In the second stud.y the

obviously negative words "a\n¡ful" and "unfair" were used..

Results showed that, v¡hen these words \^¡ere paired with posi- 
i, ,,,,,

tively evaluative UCS words they \^rere rated significantly more

positive than v¡hen paired with negative evaluative words. The

nine Ss (out of the total of 72J who verbalized. a\^rareness of ,',.
t 

;:,: ..t;...;

the CS-UCS contingencies \^rere dropped from the analysis

In another study, Staats and. Staats (1959) tested, the

hlpothesis that "if meaning ís indeed a response...the

intensity of conditioned meaning should increase as the number

of conditioning trials are increased." (p. zLL). In this study

nine groups of Ss receiving O, 2, 4, 6,8, 10, L2, !4, 16 and. :

18 conditioning trials were used. Scale values of the critical

CS nonsense syl1ab1es, âs rated for pleasantness, ürere plotted

against the number of condit.ioning triars. rn support of the 
.,,,,,.;''

hlzpothesis, the results indicated. a positive relatíonship 
,,j.1:,,,t,,,:,1:

';l::::'

between number of conditíoning trials and. the rated affect of

the nonsense sylIables.

In anot?rer stud.y, Staats, Staats and Heard (1959) 
-.:.,i

conditioned. evaluative meaning to the word= ;";;; and rock

The post-conditioning ratings \Àrere performed. not on these

words but on their synonlzms - Ë-ug and. stone. Results showed.

that the synonyms r¡trere rat.ed in a negative or posit.ive :.:::
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direction depend.ing on vrhether the original words \^rere paired

with negative or posít.ive UCS words. The authors concluded

from these results that evaluative meaning that has been condi-

tioned to one word. will generalize to words of similar meaning.

Staats, Staats and Heard. (1960) demonstrated that

meaning exhibits still another characteristic of responses in

general. UCS word lists were used that contained varying 
,,

:::,

numbers of words loading on the evaluative factor of the 
,:,:,,,,,;,

Semantíc Differential. Varyíng percentages (they used 0%,

5O%, and IOO%) of a fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement were

employed. The authors found that condítíoning of meaning to

CVCs was stronger under conditíons of continuous reinforcement

thanund.erpartia1reínforcementsothat,'theint'ensítyofthe

acquired attitude is a function of the percentage of reinforce-

ment. " (p. 349) .

Another approach to the affect conditioning phenomena 
,,,,,-,,

is reported by Blanford and Sampson (L964). In this st,udy the : .. ,

usual nouns and adjectives used as UCSs in the preceding

e>rperiments were dropped and famous and infamous names of

historical figures were used instead. rt was found that cvcs 
,:,..r,,

paired with famous names \^rere rated. significantly more posi-

tively than CVCs paired with infamous names. Aside from the

change of the kínd of UCS used, the method.ology was identícal

to that used in the original Staats and Staats e>çeriment. :
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In yet another approach to investigatíng the affect.

condítioning phenomenon, Early (1968) has published a stud.y

that illustrates the possíbility for attitude conditioning to

affect social behaviours as well as ratings of the pleasant-

unpleasant scales. Using fourth and fifth grade children as

9s, names of "isolate" children in the class \^rere paíred. with

positively evaluative lICSs. f t was found by oloservation of a

free-play situation t?rat these isolates \^rere subsequently

approached by the Ss more frequently than \^zere control isolates

whose names did not, appear as CSs in the cond.itioning procedure.

Various other studies have been reported. in the

literature which employ the Staats and. Staats parad.igim and

have successfully replicated the original results whíIe further

exploring other characterístics of meaning as a response.

Awareness in Conditioninq of Meaninq Studies

Since the inception of both verbal operant conditioning

(Greenspoon, f955) and the classical cond.itíoning of meaning

studies, the psychological líterature has been replete with

reviews and studies challenging the conclusion that researchers

in the learning field frequently adopt - that learning, operant

or classical, takes place without S's awareness of the

reínforcement cont,ingency.

In the field of verbal operant conditioning numerous

reviews (e.g., Eriksen, 1960; Dulany, L96L; Levin, 3-96t.¡
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Lanyon, 1967) have cited evidence and argument.s that this t]æe

of condítioning requires awareness of the reinforcement

contingency in order for learning to occur. More recently,

stud.ies have appeared which challenge the conclusion that the

classícal conditioning of meaniïÌg can occur without the S's

avtareness of tÏre reinforcement contingency. As an instance

of the latter, Cohen (L964) replicated the Staats¡ procedure

in all essentíal details with special attention "directed to

the determination of a\^rareness or ulta$rareness'' (p. 373).

Using a post-e>çerimental questionnaire, 52 ot. 97 Ss verbalized

a\^rareness of Lhe CS-UCS contingency. Ratings of the CS

nonsense syllab1es \^rere analyzed separately for aware and

unaware Ss. In addítion, a control group whích received no

conditioning trials, evaluated the syllables. This provid.ed.

a baselíne against which the e>çerimental group could be

compared. The results of the study indicated that only a\^rare

gF evinced a conditioning effect. Una\nrare Ss did not rate

the syllables significantly different from the control group.

In his discussion Cohen states that "...within the framework

of a classical condit.ioning model, this study provides no

support for learning without an'rareness." (p. 377).

TIare (L964, L965), using a technique similar to that of

Cohen, has also concluded that only Ss who \^7ere aì^rare of the

cs-ucs contingency \^¡ere effectively conditioned. Hare prefers
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a cognítive e>çlanatíon of his results, that is, Hare believes

that ss form the concept of good.ness or badness that relate

all the words of the UCS list and this concept is then related.

to the nonsense syIlabIe that is arways paired to the list.

The ås rate the syllables in the e>çected direction because

they are a\^¡are of the relationship between the sylrable and.

the concept.

Demand Characteristícs in Condi

A different approach to the a\^/areness problem in

cond.itioning of meaning stud.ies is taken by several investi-

gators and involves studyíng the 'demand characteristics' of

an experiment (Orne, ]:962). Thís approach is based. upon the

assumptíon ". . . that s not onry reacts to the e>rperimental

variable being manipulated but also reacts to the various cues

of the exlgeriment that revear its 'real' purpose. These cues

were desígnated. as rdemand characteristics"' (Rozelle, Lg6B

p. 8e4) .

The first published stud.y to directly investigate the

demand characterístic variable in conditioning of meaníng

e>çeriments was reported. by Insko and Oakes (1966) . These

investigators used a post-e>çerimental questionnaire d.esigned

to d.iscover those Ss vrl:o were either contingency a\trare anð./or

d.emand ar^rare. lfhey found. that although contingency a\^rareness

was directly related to the strength of the cond.itioned
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evaluative response, avrareness of the demand c?raracteristics

did not ad.d an effect beyond. simple contingency a\^rareness.

Rozelle (1968) performed a study that was an approxi-

mate replication of the Staats, Staats and ÏIeard (1959)

experiment previously reported. He failed to replícate the

conditioníng of meaning effect. In his d.iscussion Rozelle

states that due to Tris use of more elaborate and involved

instructions than those used by staats, staats and, Eleard it is

possible that tTre demand. characteristics of his eçeríment

\^rere more ambiguous than those of the latter stud.y. IIhis

would have prevented the Ss in Rozelle's study from "forming

hlpotheses that \^rere accurate enough to al1ow the detection

of the actual syllable-word, relationships. Thus, the 1evel

of awareness or accuracy of S in attempting to discover the

syllab1e-word relationships in the e>cperiment was reduced..

The result was a sample of t unan,rare' gs wfro showed no

cond.itioning effect. " (p . 894) .

In a more recent stud.y concerning the demand a\^rareness

variable ín condítioning of meaning experiments page (1969)

contest,s the conch-lsions of the Staats and Staat,s (lgï7l- ,

Cohen (L964) and Tnsko and Oakes (1966) stud.ies. Care was

taken in Page's e>çeríment to vary the learning d.ifficulty of

CS-UCS pairings by using 2, 4, and. 10 filIer CS-UCS lists.

fhe post-experimental questionnaire includ.ed measures of both
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contingency and. demand. a\^rareness. Extra syl1ables \trere

included in the semantic d.ifferent,ial rat.ing booklets in order

to further disguise the nature of the task.

Page assumed that a\^rareness is an all or none

dichotomy, "a subject either kno\^rs it or he d.oesnrt" (p. 1BI).

A general analysis of the data indicated a strong condítioning

effect - a replication of the origínal Staats and. Staats

results. It was also found that the more d.if f icult the task

(nrmrber of filler CS-UCS lists) the less like1y were ås to

loecome a\^rare of the real nature of the study. Awareness of

contingency paírings (indicated by correct responses to

questions such as "Vühat syllabIe was always paired with words

of pleasant meaning?") \^ras a good. pred.íctor of strength of

conditioning. Ilowever, contrary to the results of Insko and

Oakes, a\^rareness of the demand. characteristics (indícated by

positive responses to questions like "Did, you think that the

e>rperimenter might have e>çected that you would rate certain

of the nonsense syllables in any certain way?") \^ras the best

predictor of strength of conditioníng. In addition "...eighteen

subjects \^tere contingency a\^tare \^rho \^¡eren't demand. aware, and

these subjects did not show high conditioning" (p. 183).

The overall analvsis showed that Ss who \^rere una\^rare

the demand characteristics rated. the e>q>erimental syllabJ-es

the e>çected direction and. significantly different from the

of

in



cont,rol sy1Iable.

Page concludes that "rt appears that the staats' (1959)

classical cond.ítioning of evaluative affect or at.titud.e inter-

pretation of the d.ata is incorrect the present study

supports the id.ea that the so-caIIed cond.itioned attitud.es

are entirely artifact of demand. characteristics" (p. l_95).

In a reply published símul_taneously with page's stud.y

Staats (1969) attempted to ans\^¡er the many d.ifficulties posed.

by the former author. staatsr argument contests not the

results of the Page study, but hís interpretation of the

results. This argtrment has four maín thrust.s. The f irst

point is that although some ss do not evidence a conditioning

effect this is most probably due to lack of attention on the

part of these Ss rather than a general inability to classically

condition a meaning response. ss who attend. to the stímuIi

will condítion well and Ês who d.o not, attend will not condition.

f'his wourd explaín the bimod.al conditioning curves usually

resurting ín cond.it,ioning of meaning experiments. page pre-

ferred e>qglaining this bi-mod.ality in terms of the demand.-

ar^rareness e>rplanation. That is, s.s vuho are d,emand-aware and

cooperate with the demand. characteristics of the oçeriment

rate the syllables in the e>çected. d.irection. ss who are not

d.emand.-aware rate the syllables neutrally, as do those Ës who

are demand-aware and uncooperative. staats also emploved the

L2
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preceding interpretation in order to reinterpret Pagers

results r^¡hich showed. that the greater the number of filler

CS-UCS pairings the less likely are both a\^rareness and

condiÈioning. Staats states that the lengthening of the lists

increases the boring and repetitive nature of t?re task and

not its diffículty. This would, of course, result in more

inattention and thereby Ín a lack of condítioning.

Secondly, Staats challenges the d.emand characterístic

procedure itself. Staat,s suggests that the questionnaire used

by Insko and Oakes and by Page, ítself "d,emand.s" that the S

become aware of the purpose of the e>çeriment. The questíon-

naire shapes his verbal reports with items that "program" ?rim

to the response desired by E. The questionnaire may elicít

aüTareness responses that weren't made during the conditioning

trials. This may occur even though the question asks the S

when the awareness occured..

Next Staats questions the implicit assumption in page's

study of the causatíve direction of awareness in the condition-

ing proced.ure. Tihat is, although Page believes that a\^rareness

of contíngency pairings an'il of demand characteristics precede

and cause the d.esired evaluative response it is possible that

the d.irection of causation is in the opposite direction.

staats describes an s in one of his studies who reported t?rat

duríng the condítioning procedure she saw a CS word and
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immed.iatery had the realization that she did.n't like the word..

Almost simurtaneously a negative ucs word. \^ras presented. rt
rv\ras only tTren, she reported, that she real-ized why she díd. not

like the cs word. what staats is suggesting in thís example

is that Ês may be conditioned to awareness and yet respond to

contingency and demand a\^¡areness questíons in a way that, would

corroborate the awareness ínterpretation.

Finally, Staats cites various conditioning of meaning

studies vihich by their design would, in his opinion, preclud.e

an a\t/areness ínterpretation. These includ.e those e>rperiments

in which ínvoluntary autonomic responses such as the Galvanic

skin Response (e.s.n.) have been condítioned to words which

t,rrere originally paíred with an aversive stimulus (e.g., staats,

Staats and Crawford, Lg62). The G.S.R., being an involuntary

response, is not subject, Staats says, to a d.emand. a\^rareness

ínteryretation.

Staats also cites a study by pecjak and. Smíth (in

press) in w?rich a comprex combination of corours and. shapes

were used as cond.itioned stimuli. These \4¡ere paired. component

by component wíth eíther negatíve, neutral-, or positive ucs

word Iists. The two components, colour and shape then \^rere

combined. for the semantic Differential ratíng test. rt was

found. that the test stimuli that contained a colour paired.

with a negative list and a shape paíred with a negative List
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\^iere rated lowest followed lry the negative-neutraI, neutral- "''''"

neutral, positive-neutral, and. posit.ive-positive combinations.

Staats says that the very complex nature of the task makes

awareness of the contingency pairings and the demand. charac_ 
,,.,,:.,.i

terístics virtually impossible. '.''

Purpose of the Present Studv

lfhe awareness controversy in condítioning of meaning

studies ís still to be resolved. T^Iith the purpose of at.tempting

to clarify some of the still many to be answered. questions

wíthin this controversy the present study was devised. Thís

study focuses on three p?renomena. First, the cond.itioning of

meaning effect itself was investigated. secondly, ëùrr attempt

was made to replicate the phenomenon reported by staats and

Staats (1959) which indicated. that the st,rength of condítioned

meaning is a function of t?re ninnber of CS-UCS pairings

presented. The third phenomenon investigated. was that of the

effect of awareness (d.emand or contingency) on cond.itioning.

For the purpose of investigating the effects of

avrareness, two procedures \^rere employed.. One was the use of

a strort post-e><perimental questionnaire designed to measure

both contingency and demand awareness. This procedure is

similar to that used by many of the previotrsly reviewed.

stud.ies.

The second procedure used for stud.ying the ahrareness
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variable has not been reported in the literature. This

proced.ure involved the use of two t14ges of CS-UCS conditioning

lists. One list was of the usual t]æe, that is, nonsense

syllable CSs were paired wíth words of either positive or

negative evaluative meaning. A second group of ås did not

receive this treatment. Instead, the UCSs for this group \rrrere

mad.e up of nonsense syllabIes which \^rere found. by use of a

normat,ive group to contain a negative or a positive evaluat,ive

component. For this group one CS nonsense syIlable was paíred

with negative evaluative nonsense syllables and another syllable

was paired wíth positive evaluative nonsense syllables. It was

felt that the use of nonsense syllables as UCSs would eliminate

the possibility of Ss becoming a$rare of both the purpose of the

e>çeríment and. the pairing contingency associated with each CS.

Hrrcotheses

1. The CS paired with the positive evaluative UCSs

and. the CS paired with the negative evaluatíve

UCSs will be rated. in the positíve and negative

directions respectively, on Semantic Differential

evaluative scales, when compared to the rating of ',,

a control syllab1e (one not presented as a CS).

This result. is predicted for all Ss, includ.ing

those una\^rare of either the contingency pairings

or of the real purpose of the study.
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A. The conditioning effect will- occur for groups

receiving neutral nonsense syllab1e-meaningful

word pairíngs.

B. The cond.itioning effect will occur for groups

receivíng neutral nonsense syllab1es-evaluative

nonsense syllable pairings.

2. The second hlpothesis is that the conditioning

effect will increase as the number of CS-UCS

presentation is increased.. This is hlpothesized.

for all 9s, includ.ing only those Ês that are

Una\^raf e.

A. The trials effect will occur in the meaningful

word UCS group

B. The trials effect will occur in the evaluative

nonsense syllable group.



Chapter 2

METHOD

Subiects

The subjects in this experiment. were male stud.ents

from the introductory psychoLogy classes at the University of

Manitoba. fhe stud.ents \^rere given the option of writing a

paper or participating in departmental e>q>eriment.s. Grade

cred.it was given for partícipation in the experiment. One

hundred students partícípated. in Phase I and 132 participated

in Phase II of the experiment.

.Apparatus

Stimuli urere projected on a projection sereen by a

Kodak Carousel 800 projector. fLre 35 mm negative slid.es

(stimuli) were each presented for three seconds with one

second intervals between slid.es. The projection time was

controlled by two Ïlunter Timers. Evaluative responses to ttre

stimuli \^rere recorded. in a Semantic Dífferential booklet.

Each syllable to be rated. appeared at the top of each page.

Four seven point bi-poIar evaluative scales (pleasant-unpleasant,

cruel-kind, beautiful-ugly, and dirty-clean) appeared below the

syllab1e. (Appendix A contains a tlzpical page from t?re

18
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booklet). Ês recorded. t?re recalled CS-UCS pairíngs on a sheet

treaded "recall of pairings." ArÌ a\^rareness questionnaire (see

Appendix B) \^ras also used.

Procedure: Phase I

Prior to the e>çerimental phase of the study, nonsense

syllables selected from Montague and Keiss (1968) and nouns

and adjectives selected from Staats and Staats (Lg57) \Àrere

rated by 100 Ss on the four evaluative scales mentioned

previously. Groups of 25 Ss rated approximately 20 CVSs and

five meaningful words each. Ttre results of the ratings ín

thís phase of the study \^rere used to select the CS-UCS

pairíngs for the e>cperimental phase. Four groups of syllables

and. word.s vtere selected depend.ing on the purpose they were to

serve in the e><periment.

Group 1 was composed of meaníngfu1 words that were

judged to have either strong positive or strong negative :"';":

evaluative meaning ( I = strong negative and. 7 = strong

positive). These word.s composed. the high posítíve and high

negative evaluative word. lists respectively. The former list

contained the words friend, happy, healthy, rLcln, sweet and ,..1.,

win and the latter contained d.isgusting, fear, insane, sick,

stupid and worthless (see Appendix C).

Group II was composed of syllables that were rated as

either strongly positive or strongly negatíve. These syl1ables
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composed the positive and negative evaluative CVC lists

respectively. ftre positive list. was made up of CÐtr, JOH, MOY,

I,fUl4, YOS, AÀTD ZAIT. The negative list of CAK, GAC, cOC, GOK,

VüÃP, AND mÏf . (see Appendix D) .

Group III was used to obtain CS and control stimulí.

Only syIlables that \^rere rat,ed near the neutral point (four)

vÍere selected for this purpose. This set contained BIW', DAP,

KEJ, KOM, NïD, QEP, REJ AITD \m4. (see Append.ix E).

Group IV consisted of twelve syllab1es which were used

as UCSs ín two non-critical CS-UCS pairings. Each of these

lists was nonsystematic with respect to the evaluative

component. One list was composed. of BïS, FïC, SïY; TLi., VOY

AÀTD YAT. Íhe second list was made up of DAS, Lï8, NEB, QïtT,

JEc, AlfD TïY. (see appendíx F).

Another group of meaningful words was selected from

Staats and StaaÈs (Lg57). These words \^tere not rated by Ês in

this study. They were used. as UCSs in non-critical CS-UCS

pairings. Both IÍsts \^rere non-systematic ín terms of evaluative

meaning. One set contained the word.s enemy, gift, poison, smart,

thief and. valuable. the other set contained agorly, evil,

failure, honest, money and sacred..

proc"iufe, pta"" ri
There \^tere six e>cperimental groups and. one control

group. Iïalf of the e><perimental groups received critical CS-UCS
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pairings with meaningfur evaluative word.s used as ucss. rn

these three groups one cvc was paÍred with high evaluative

words and another cvc was paired. with low evaluative words.

These groups also receíved. two filler CS-UCS paírings consistíng

of CVCs paíred with CVCs that \^¡ere non-systematic with respect

to the evaruative component. rn the oËher e>çerimental

groups this arrangement was reversed. critical pairings $¡ere

between cvcs and high and low evaruatíve cvcs. The filler

pairings for these groups consisted of CVCs with non-systematic

meaningful word.s. Both of the preced.ing e>qgerimental cond.itions

\^rere varied as to the number of presentatíons of the lists.

The lists \^/ere present,ed either orle, three, ot five tímes.

Tnlithin each of these e>çerimental cond.itions for some

ss, KEf was paired with the high evaluative list and vEM with

the low evaluative list. This procedure \^ras reversed. for the

remainder of the s-s. DAp and KoM vrere paired wíth the non-

systematic filler lists in all condítions.

Each CS was paired only once wíth each UCS. lftre

ord,er of presentation of the pairings was rand.omized for each

group of ss tested., with the restriction that no two pairings

of the same tlæe appeared more than twice in succession. For

repeated trials the ord.er of the list was the same throughout

the repetitíon.

The method. of presentation was in the form of the
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antícipation technique. Tlrat is, cs1 appeared. folrowed by

cs1-ucs1, csz, cs2-rICS2, etc. using this method 48 slides

\^rere needed for the 24 pairLngs. Each slid.e appeared on the

projection screen for a period of three seconds. The interval
between slide presentations was one second.

ss were run in groups of from three to eíght depend.íng

on the number that signed up for a particul_ar session. After
all S.s vtere seat.ed. in the e>rperímental room E read the following

ínstructions:

Thís is an e>rperiment in verbar learning. you will
be shown a syllable followed by this same syrlable paired
either with another syllable or with a meaningful word.
This procedure wí1l be repeated. a number of times. After
the presentation of srides you will be asked. to recall as
many of the paírings as you can remember. Are there any
questions?

After answering any questions E began the presentation

of the slid.es. Following the presentation(s) E saíd:

Before the recalI test r would, like you to fill out
these booklets (shows Semantic Differential booklet) which
asks you to rate different syllables on four d.ífferent
scales. Prease read the instructions that r wilr give you
carefully. rf there are any questíons about these
instructions ask me. Remember, you should fill out every
page of your booklet and there shourd be four xs on each
page - one for each scale.

The Experimenter then ?randed out the Semantic Differ-
ential booklets and instructions (the instructions are

reproduced ín Append.ix G). Each bookret contained the four

cs cvcs used in the conditioníng trials and the four control

cvcs (eil[, NlD, eup, AlrD REf) . The order of the conditioning
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Now I \^rant you to recalI as
you can. Please do this on the
out (hands out sheet). you will
time for this task. I will teII
Remember - wríte down as many of
remember.

After three minutes E saíd:

many of the pairings as
Sheet I am no\^r hand.íng
have a set, amount of
you when your time is up.
the pairings as you can

::::; ;t::ii:-r--::;1;r:-:,i-:. i:
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and control- cvcs was randomized but they always appeared on

pages three through ten in the booklet. proceeding this
block of eight syl1ab1es were two CVCs to be rated which \^rere

selected at rand.om from otherwise unused phase r data. TTrese

served to familiarize ss wíth the task. Followíng the block

of the eight cvcs \^rere six more syrlables selected in the same

manner as the first two. rt was felt that these might help

disguíse the purpose of the experiment.

vthen all ss had finished. rating the syrlables E

ínstructed them as follows:

STOP. your time ís up. I am no\^/ hand.ing out aquestionnaire (hands out awareness questionnaire) which 
.,i,1asks some questions about this e>çeiíment. please put ::,-':..

your name at the top of the sheet and ans\^rer the questions .,,j,
accord.ing to the instruct,ions .'

After the Ës had finished filling out the a\^rareness

questionnaire E invited. them to self-address a provided 
i,.:::envelope for the puryose of receiving summaries of the nature ,r.:,

and. results of the e><periment. ss were then dismissed..

Control Ss received no CS-UCS pairings and were required

only to rate the same syrlables as the e>rperimental groups.

Semantic Differential ínstructions and. booklets !üere identical
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to those used in the e:çerimental cond.itions.



Chapter 3

RESÏ'LTS

,' '1,¡t-

This chapter presents the analyses of the conditíoning,

reca1I, and questionnaire data for all of the groups invorved

in the e>çeríment. There \¡¡ere 132 gs in the e>çerimental ,,

,, 
"'groups and. 22 ss in the control group. seven of the Lgz

,.'.,,..,

e>q>erimental ss faired. to rate each sylrabre in the semantic

Differentíar booklet; these ss were not includ.ed in the

anaryses. There \iüas, then, data fot r25 ss from the experi-
mental groups.

Control Syllab1e

Eight of the syrlables rated, in phase r were selected.

for use in phase rr. Four of these syllab1_es (oAe, KEJ, KoM, 
:,:.

and. \zHvI) r^¡ere used. as the css. DAp and KoM \¡rere arways paired '

with the fiIler neutral evaluative ucs lists. KEir and \zErI '

\^rere always paired. with the critical evaluative ucs lists.
The remaining four syllables (gtw, RE,f, NID and eEp) vrere used. 

,,.,,as potential controls. These syIlables \4¡ere rated. along with ,..

the cs syIlable by both the e:qgerimental and contror groups.

For the pur?ose of selecting an appropriate aontrol the ratings
for the two critical css and. the four potential control

25
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syllabres \^rere analyzed. for the 22 contror ss. lÍLlis group

rated KEJ 3.45 (s.d. = 1.60) on the pleasant-unpleasant scale

and 3.68 (s.d. = l.4l) on the four evaluatíve scales. The

comparable ratings for vEM ürere 3.19 (s.d. = L.74) and 3.56

(s-d- = 1-60) - The potentíaI control syrlabre that was rated

most similar to these syllables was eEp. Mean rat,ings for

QEP were 3.55 (s.d. = 1.30) on the pleasant-unpleasant scare

and 3.78 (s.d. = l.2o) on the four scales combíned.. eEp,

then, vras selected as tlæ control sylrable. The experimental

groups' ratings of the critical cs syllabre were compared to

their ratíngs of enp in the analyses of the condítioning data.

Tt should again be noted. that in each of the oçerímen-

tar groups some ss received KEJ-positive rist pairings and

vEM-negative list. pairings. For t?re remainder of the ss this
procedure \^zas reversed. For the purpose of analysis KET and

vEivl were analyzed. as a single sylIable, i.e., t" receiving

KEJ-high and, t?rose receÍving V${-high pairings \^¡ere analyzed.

as a single group. Those receiving KEJ-low and vEM-low

pairings \^rere similarly treated.

There were 61 Ês ín the groups receíving cvc-meaningful

word. pairings. Of these 61, 19 were in the one trial condition,
20 were in the three triar condition and. 22 were in the five

trial cond.itíon. sixty-four ss \4rere in the groups receiving
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CVC-CVC pairings. These \^rere divid.ed as follows: 2l ín the
one triar conditíon, 22 in the three trial condition and 2l
in the five trial group- T\À7o analyses of variance urere

performed on the d.ata- one included the d.ata for the preasant-
unpleasant scale alone and the other included the d.ata from

all four of the evaluatíve scales combined..

The desígn for the preasant-unpleasant analysís was a
3 x 2 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial d.esign as described by vü-iner

(Lg62) - The number of triars on the cs-ucs list presentation
and the type of ucs pairing (meaningfur word or cvc) were the
two independ.ent factors. The repeated. factors \^rere the rating
of the control and. the oçerimental syrrable (conditioning)

and. the evaluative direction of the list paired wíth each

e>çerimental nonsense syllable. The desígn for the d.ata from
the forrr evaluative scales combined. was the same as the
pleasant-unpleasant design wíth the ad.dition of a repeated.

factor-scales (pleasant-unpleasant, cruel_kind, beautiful_ugly,
clean-dirty).1

T?re summaries of these analyses are presented in
Tables 1 and 2- No major d.ifferences are to be found between

the two anaryses- The resurts relevant to the hlzpotheses of

ITh".e scales \47ere treated. as repeated measures forthe purpose of gaining pilot data on the scales. Theint'erpretaËions of the analysís are based on the mean varueof the total of the four scales.
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the stud.y was the four way interaction between trials, tfæe

of cs-ucs pairing, syllable rat.ed (control and e>çerimentar)

and direction of the evaluative UCS list wíth which the sylIabIe

was paíred. In both analyses this interaction was significant.

For the pleasant.-unpleasant analysis i = E .745 (df 3, 16I),

p<.05. For the four scale analyses T = 4.771 (df 3 , :r6Ll,

p<-01. lÍtre four way interaction,\t/as clarífied as follows:

rlre mean conditioning score for the meaningful ucs and the

cvc ucs groups are presented. in Tabre 3. Figures one through

four present this data in graphic form. post boc mean com-

parisons were performed. on the d.ata. The Newman-Keuls test

of ordered means \^ras performed. to test the dífference between

all means in each group. The Dunnett test for comparison of

means with a control was performed. for comparíson of the one,

three, and five trial groups wíth the contror group and to

compare the ratings of the cs syllables wíÈh the control

syllable for each group. Linear trend. analyses r^rere also

performed,. The resurt.s of these anaryses appear in tables 4

through 7. Ttrese data showed that there was a cond.itioning

effect for cvcs paired either with positive or negative

meaningful words. cvcs paired wíth evaluative cvcs d.id not

show a cond.itioning effect except in the case of the cvc-

positive evaluative cvc pairing in the five triaL cond.it.ion.

In g'eneraL, the trials effect showed signíficant linear trend.s
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in the meaningful word groups and weaker (but sÍgnificant in
the positive cvc pairing) trends in the cvc groups. Generarly,

there was a significant d.ifference in strength of cond.itioning

between tría1s in the meaningful word. groups. ïn the cvc

groups this effect is generally absent.

Results of the Data of Unaware Ss

All of the preceding anaryses \^rere repeated after t?re

elimination of t?rose Es who \^rere judged to be a\^rare of either
the cs-ucs contingencies or the purpose of the e>çeriment.

Any s who indicated. on the questionnaíre that KErT (\rE[4) üras

consistentry paíred with bad, unpleasant, etc. words or

syIlables and that \zEIr{ (xe¡) \^ras consistent.ly paired with good,

preasant, etc. words or syllabIes met the criterion of

contingency awareness. Eleven Ss r¡,rere judged to be contingency

aware. of these 11, all were ín the meaningful ucs groups.

one was in the one trial group, three r¡rere in the three trial
group and seven \^rere in the five trial group. onry seven of
the eleven aware ss respond.ed to the question which was

designed. to determine w?ren a\^rareness \^ras gained. Five of
these seven estimated that the awareness had. been gained after
the first presentatíon of the CS-UCS lísts. tfkre remaining two

Ês did. not estimate the time of awareness. No S indicated

that he was a\^rare of the purpose of the e>çeriment, i.e.r Íro
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s verbalized a!üareness of a relationship between the cond.i-

tioning triars and the semantic Differentiar ratings.

The analyses of variance summaries for the unaware Ss

are presented. in Tables g and g. The number of unaware ss in
the meaningful ucs groups üras 50: Eighteen in the one trial
conditíon, 17 in the three trial cond.it,ion and, 15 ín the five
trial condition. Tab1e 10 presents the mean cond.itioning scores

for the orr.*"r" s" in the meaningful ucs groups. Figures 5

and 6 present these results graphically. TLre post hoc mean

comparison tests and linear trend. analyses for these groups

appear in Tabl-es 11 and. 12. These anaryses resurted in
essentially, and in all important respects, the same resurts
as those performed. on the meaningful pairings groups, with
data from all Ss.

Beeause the number of aware g" r." so smarrr rro formal

anarysis comparing recall of criticar cs-ucs pairings between

aware ss and unaware ss was performed.. fhe mean number of
critical pairings correctry recarled for both aware and

unaware Ss are listed in Table 13.
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fable 1

summary of Analysis of varíance For AL1 subjects; Meaníngful
And. CVC pairings, pleasant-Unpleasant Scale

SOTJRCE OF VARTATION DF SS MS F

''' ' ; :'

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

ERROR 1

ERROR 2

ERROR 3

CVC AFF
LEV CVC AFF
PAR CVC AFF

LEV PAR CVC AFF

ERROR 4

48.675\
0.4011

L8.4602

s00.3210

1. s3L1
2.4006
0.000L
9.0793

456.2932

65.6870
4L.80]-7
22.9507
17.0543

244.3748

65.6870
4L.80L7
22.9508
17.0535

244.3747

0. s369

1821.4363

5.22L**
o.L29
1.980

0.540
o.282
0.000
1.068

43.276***
9. 180**

15. 120***
3.745*

43.276*x*
9. 180**

15. 121***
3.745*

I
3
I
3

cvc
LEV CVC
PAR CVC

LEV PAR CVC

161

161

161

161

675

3
1
3

1
3
I
3

L6.2250
0 .401_1
6.t534

3.LO76

1. s311
0.8002
0.0001
3.0264

2.834L

65.6870
13.9339
22.9507
5.6848

L.sL79

65.6870
13.9339
22.950A
5.6845

L.5L79

AFF
LEV AFF
PAR AFF

LEV PAR AFF

I
3
L
3

ERROR DliE TO APPROXTMATTON

*
:l*

***
LEV
PAR
cvc
AFF

p< .05
p< .01
p< .001
number of tríals; L, 3, or 5
type of pairíng; CVC-word or CVC-CVC
control CVC or o<perimental CVC
polarity of pairing for CVC-word or CVC-CVC
positive or negative

pairíng;
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Table 2

summary of Analysis of variance for all subjects; Meaningful
And CVC pairings, AI1 Scales

SOTJRCE OF VARTATTON DF SS MS F

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

ERROR 1

ERROR 2

ERROR 3

CVC AFF
LEV CVC AFF
PAR CVC A.FF

LEV PAR CVC AF'F

SCA
LEV SCA
PAR SCA

LEV PAR SCA

ERROR 5

cvc scA
LEV CVC SCA
PAR CVC SCA

LEV PAR CVC SCA

cvc
LEV CVC
PAR CVC

LEV PAR CVC

AFF
LEV AFF
PAR AFF

LEV PAR AFF

3 38.6494 12.8831 t.g2g
1 7.4735 7.4735 1.119
3 23.2726 7 .7575 L.L62

161 107s.0359 6.6772

1 4.L92I 4.t92t 0.708
3 3.9399 1.3133 0.222
1 6.4222 6.4222 l.OBs
3 L4.7786 4.9262 0.832

161 953.0203 s.9ts4

1 183.9539 183. 9539 46.301***
3 100.6652 33.5551 8.446x*tc
1 86.4337 86.4337 2L.755***
3 56.8562 18.9521 4.770**

161 639.5675 3.9730

1 183. 9SS7 193. 9552 46.301*,r*
3 100.6618 33.5539 8.445***
1 86.4299 86.4299 2L.754*rc*
3 56.8608 18.9536 4.77L**

ERROR 4 161 639.6570 3.9730

3 17.3338 5.7779 5.038**
9 34.9548 3.8839 3.386*?k
3 s.8980 1.8993 t.656
9 to.4899 1.16s5 1.016

483 ss3.973L L.t46s

3 4.2240 1.4080 1.393
9 9.5983 1.0665 1.05s
3 2.78L3 0.927L O.st7
9 18.1040 2.otl6 L.990

4e3 488.1682 1.0107ERROR 6
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Table 2 (continued.)

SOT'RCE OF VARTATTON

AFF SCA
AFF SCA
AFF SCA
AFF SCå,

4.4777
4.73t4
0.3178
5.7685

180. 2689

4.4742
4.7330
0.3181
s.7673

L80.2690

-4.9735

5793.4180

I.4926
o.5257
0. 1059
o.6409

o.3732

L.49L4
o.5259
0.1060
o.6404

o.3732

3.999**
L.409
o.284
L.7L7

3.996rcx
L.409
o.284
T.7L7

LEV

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

3

I
3
9

LEV
PAR
PAR

483

3
9
3
9

cvc
cvc
cvc
cvc

ERROR 7

AFF SCA
AFF SCA
AFF SCA
AFF SCA

ERROR B 483

2703

ERROR DT'E TO APPROXIMATTON

TOTAL

* = p<.05
?t* = p<.01

*** = p<.00I
LEV = number of trials; L, 3, or 5
PAR = t]æe of pairing; CVC-word or CVC-CVC
CVC = control CVC or e>çerimental CVC
AFF = polarity of pairing for cvc-word or cvc-cvc pairing;

positive or negative
scA = type of evaluative scale; pleasant-unpleasant, cruel-kind,

beautiful-ugly, clean-d.írty
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Mean Conditíoning Scores For All Subjects
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Meaningful Slord Pairings, pleasant-Unpleasant Scale

Sy1lab1e

Trials

Control 1

Positive
Negative
Cont,rol

3.18
3.46
5.5f,

5 .00
3.37
3.84

5. ls
2.30
3.90

5.68
1.96
4.L4

Meaningful ÌrÎord Pairings, All Scales

Trials
Syllab1e Control 1

Positive
Negative
Controtr

3.57
3.68
3.78

4.59
3.32
4.30

5.2t
2.50
3.84

3.30
2.44
4 .24

Sy1lable

CVC Pairings, Pleasant-Unpleasant Scale

Trials

Control 1

Positive
Negative
Control

3.46
3.18
3. 50

4.05
3. 95
4.29

4.L4
4.23
4.46

4.62
2.86
3. 3.8

Sy'llable

CVC Pairings, All Scales

Trials
Control 1

Positive
Negative
Control

3.68
3.s7
3.77

3.83
3.99
4.08

4.50
3.42
3.66

4.08
3.80
3.85
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Table 4

Mean comparison Tests and. Trend Analyses for Meaningful Ï,ford
croups For All Subjects (pleasant-Unpleasant Scale)

Neuman-Keuls Tests

Trials Comr¡ared

Syl1able Control,1 Control,3 Control,5 3,1 5,1 5,3

Posit,ive CS 6.43** 6.96*r, B.B3** .53 2.45 l.g8
Negative CS .318 4.10* 5.30.k* 3.ZB* 5.05** L.2O
Control L.Oz L.59 2.OB .2L 1.06 .85

Dunnett Tests Between Levels

Tria1s Compared

Syllable Control,1 (df=39) Control,3 (df=40) Control,5 (df=41)

Positive CS 6.43x*
Negative CS .318
Control L.O2

6.96**
4.10*
1.59

B. g3**
5.30**
1.59

Dunnett Tests Vfithin Levels (L,3,5, Control)

No. of Trials df Control-positive CS Control-Negative CS

118
319
5 2J,

Control 2L

4.05***
4.42**x
5.44x**

.98

1.66
5.65*.**
7.7O***

.035

Linear Trend Analyses (df = 1, 161_)

Positive CS 32.5**
Negative CS 23.32*rl
Control 1.45

* = p(.05
** = p(.01

*** = p(.005
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Table 5

Mean comparison Tests and Trend Analyses For Meaníngfu1
Iford Groups For AII Subjects (eIl Scales)

Neuman-Keuls Tests

trials Compared.

Syllab1e Control, l Control,3 Control,5 3,1 5,1 5,3

Positive cs 4.636** 2.558** 9.575** 2.743 4.5g** r.797
Negative cs L.636 5.438** 5.949** .796 4. o0* .276 ..contror 2.363 .276 2.L7o 2.o3s .27g r.843 ,

Dunnett Test,s Between Leve1s of Trials

Trials Compared

Syllable Control,1 (df=162) Contro1,3 (df=I66) .Contro1 ,5 (ð,f=L74)

Positive cs 4.636¿î*
Negative CS L.636
Control 2.363*

7.558**
5.439**

.276

9.575*x
5.849**
2.t70x

Dunnett Tests Vüíthin Levels (l,3rS, Control)

No. of Trials df Control-Positives Control-Neqatives

175
379
587

Control 87

1.6
6.0***
6.0***
1. 08

2.29*
5.80tÉrlfr
7. 90**fr

.o44-

Linear Trend Analyses (df = f, 16l)
Positive CS 52.82**
Negative CS 20.90**
Control L.50

* = p<.05
** = p<.01-

*** = p(.005
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Table 6

Mean comparíson Tests and. Trend Anaryses For cvc Groups
(Pleasant-Unpleasant Scale)

Neuman-Keuls Tests

Trials Compared

Syllab1e Control,1 Control,3 Control,5 3, I 5,1 5,3

Positive CS 2.22 2.56 4.37* 2.gO 2.L5 I.g1Negative cs 2.9o 3.96* L.2t 1.06 3.43* L.AOControl 2 .98 3 .62* .45 3 .43* 3.. 43* A..OBt

Dunnett Tests Between Leve1s of Trials

Trials Compared

Syllable Control,1 (df=41) Contro},3 (dt=42) Contro1,.S. (df-=41)

Positíve CS 2.22't
Negative CS 2.g}*cr
Control 2.98**

2.56*
3.96rr*
3.62*x

4.37*x
L.2L

.45

Dunnett Tests Within Levels (L,3,5, Control)

No' of Trials df Control-Positíve CS Control-Negative CS

20
2L

520
Control 2L

1
3

.90
1.19
4.60

.148

t.20
.85

5.50
1. 1_9

T'inear Trend Analyses (df = I, 161)

Positive CS 7.22*
Negative CS .595
Control .L52

* = p<.05
** = p(.01

*** = p<.005
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Table 7

Mean Comparison Tests and Trend. Analyses
For CV€ Groups (Al1 Scales")

Neuman-Keuls Tests

TriaLs Compared.

Syllable Contro1, l Control,3 Control,5 3,1 5, I 5,3

Positive cs 1.90 .71 3.83* 1.19 1.98 3.13Negative CS 1.10 I.9B .7O .gL L.7g 2.67Control 1.38 l.4B .51 I..10 ..90 L.g7

Dunnett Tests Between Levels of Trials
Trials Compared

Syllable Cont.rol,l (df=171) Control,3 (df=I74) Control,5 (df=I7I)

Positive CS 1.90
Negative CS 1.10
Control 1.38

.7L
1.98
1.48

3.83*
.70
..51

Dunnett Tests V[ithin Levels (1,3,5, Control)

No' of Trial-s df control-Positive cs control-Negative cs

1 83 L.2g .233 87 1.16 .4L55 83 3 . g6rr** I. 15Control- 87 .50 .gz

Linear Trend Analyses (df = 1, 161)

Posítíve CS 9.67**
Negative CS 3.35
Contnol .1lO

* = p<.05
¡k¡k = p<.01

*** = p<.001
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Tab1e I

Variance for Unaware Subjects in Meaningful
in CVC Groups, Pleasant-Unpleasant Scale

SOT'RCE OF VARIATION SS

TJEV

PAR
LEV PAR

cvc
L,EV CVC
PAR CVC

LEV PAR CVC

AF'F
LEV AFF
PAR AFF

LEV PAR AFF

CVC AFF
LEV CVC AFF
PAR CVC AFF

LEV PAR CVC A¡'F

ERROR 1

ERROR 2

ERROR 3

ERROR 4

ERROR DUE TO APPROXTIVIA,TION

3 43.443e
1 0.4639
3 18.6856

1s0 489.046I

1 1.5s02
3 2.9649
1 0.0017
3 t4.2094

150 428.2966

1 49.tt98
3 29.9642
1 14.363s
3 tz.B],zt

150 230.92A9

1 49.tt98
3 29.9642
1 14.363s
3 L2.8L23

150 230.9290

t4.4et3
o.4639
6.2285

3.2603

1. s502
0.9883
0.0017
4.7365

2.85s3

49.It98
9. 9881

14.3635
4.2707

1.5395

49.Lt98
9.9881

14.3635
4.2708

1.5395

4.442**
o.t42
1.910

0.543

0.543
o.346
0 .001
1.659

31.906***
6.488**
9.330**
2.774¿€

31. 906**:r
6.488**
9.330**
2.774

-25.6046

631 1.647.4365

* = p<.05
** = p< "01*** = p(.001

LEV = number of trials; 1,3, or 5
PAR = tlæe of paíring; CVC-word or CVC-CVC
CVC = control CVC or e>çerimental CVC
AFF = polaríty of pairing for cvc-word. or cvc-cvc pairing;

positive or negative
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Table 9

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Unaware Subjects in Meaníngful
Groups, All Subjects in CVC Groups, AII Scales

SOURCE OF VA,RTATTON SS

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

1
3
1
3

cvc
LEV CVC
PAR CVC

LEV PAR CVC

1
3
1
3

AFF
AFF
AT'F
AFF

3
1
3

37.2538
8.2110

22.0249

to49.4t2L

3.9640
2.1055
6.0138

13.1671

906.6433

132.8709
67.5374
54.38L7
42.5389

s83. 6433

t32.8729
67.5345
s4.3793
42.5396

583.64tL

L7.t4s6
29.6642
6.2737

L]-.o749

536.0701

2.4995
10.156s
2.O9t2

20.6629

46j-.5630

L2.4L79
B. 2110
7.34L6

6.996L

3.9640
0.7018
6.0138
4.3890

6.0443

L32.8709
22.5t25
54.38L7
t4.L796

3 .8910

L32.8729
22.5Lt5
54.3793
t4.t799

3.8909

s.7L52
3.2960
2.O9L2
L.2305

1. 1913

0.8332
L.L2B5
o.6974
2.2959

L.0257

L.775
1.L74
L.O49

0 .656
0.116
0.995
o.726

34.149***
5.786**

L3.976rcr'
3.644*

34.L4g*rçrc
5.786**

L3.976*rc
3.644*

4.798rrr,
2.767**
L.755
1.033

0.812
1. 100
0.680
2.238*

ERROR I

ERROR 2

150

ls0

150

150

450

LEV
PA,R

LEV PAR

ERROR 3

LEV

CVC AFF
LEV CVC AFF
PAR CVC AFF
PAR CVC AFF

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

3
9
3
9

cvc
cvc
cvc
cvc

1
3
1
3

3
9
3

9

ERROR 4

scA
sca,
scA
SCA

LEV
PAR

LEV PAR

ERROR 5

SCA
scA
SCA
SCA

ERROR 6 450
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Table 9 (continued)

SOTTRCE OF VARTATTON DF SS MS F

AFF SCA 3 4.6299 1.5433 3.ggg** :.i,.,1
LEV AFF SCA 9 4.4389 0.4932 L.275
PAR AFF SCA. 3 0.1076 0.0359 0.093

LEV pAR AFF SC.A. 9 6.0563 0.6729 L.739

ERROR 7 45O t74.O973 0.3869 
;. ,

cvc AFF sca, 3 4.6276 1.5425 3.987** :

r,EV cvc AFF scA 9 4.4396 0.4932 1.275 ,.i:,',,,:,pAR CVC A'FF SeJ\ 3 0.1066 0.0355 0.og2 ":" '

LEV pAR CVC AFF SCA 9 6.0580 0.6731 L.740

ERROR B 450 t74.0960 0.3869

ERROR ÐUE TO APPROXTMATTON -91.L74L

TOTAT, 2527 5195.425e

rr = p<.05
** = p(.01

*** = p<.001
LEV = number of t,rials; L, 3, or 5
PAR = type of pairing; CVC-word or CVC-CVC
CVC = control CVC or e>çerímental CVC
AFF = polarity of pairíng for cvc-word or cvc-cvc pairing;

positive or negative
SCA = t]æe of evaluative scalet pleasant-unpleasant,, cruel-kínd,

beaut,iful-ugly, clean-dirty

t:::i:.:::
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Tab1e 10

Mean Conditioning Scores For Unaware Subjects in
Meaningful Vü'ord. Groups

P1easant,-Unpleasant Scale

TrÍa1s

Syllab1e Control 1 3

Positive 3.18 5.OO 5.OO 5.27
Negative 3.46 3.50 Z.4t Z.2O
Control 3 .55 3 .72 3. BB 4.27

All Scales

Tría1s

Syl1ab1e Control 1

Positive 3.68 4.Og 3.83 4.SONegative 3.57 3.eO 3.99 3.42Control 3.77 3.85 4. OB 3.66
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Mean Comparison Tests
Groups i Unav¡are
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Table 11

and Trend Analyses For Meaningful Ïford.Subjects, pleasant-Unpleasant. ScaIe

Syllab1e ControL, l

Neuman-Keu1s Tests

Trials Compared.

Control,3 Contro1,5 3r1 5r 1 5r3

Positive CS
Negative CS
Control

6.57**
.L4
.61

6.50**
3.75*
1.18

7.29**
4.39rîrr
2.50

.00 .89 .87
3. 6g* 4.25* .78
.54 1. 80 L.46

Sy1lable

Dunnett Tests Betl^¡een TriaLs

Trials Compared

Contro1,l (df=38) Control,3 (df=37) Contro1,5 (df=85)

Positive CS
Negative CS
Control

6 .57*r,
.L4
.6L

6.50**
3.75x
1.18

7.28*rC
4.39**
2.sox

No. .of Trials

Dunnett Tests ÏVithin Trials

df Control-positive CS Control:Negative CS

1
3
5

Control

t7
L6
L4
2L

4.30***
3.95***
3.40***
L.28

.75
5.00***
7.10***

.03

Linear Trend, Analvses

Positive CS
Negative CS
Control

(df = ], 150)

.88
34.90
3.27

?þ = p<.05
** = p<.01

*** = p<.00I
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Table L2

Mean comparj-son Tests and Trend Analyses For Meaningfur rford
Groups; Unaware Subjects, AII Scales

Neuman-Keuls Tests

Trials Compared.

Syllable Contro1, I Control,3 Contro1,5 3,1 5, I 5,3

PosítÍve CS 4.55** 6.95** 7.37** 2.34 2.gg .53Negative CS 1.09 4.Bg*r, 3.99* 3.62 2.77 .73Control 2.L4 .4O Z.2B L.62.. .ZJ_ t.7S

Dunnett Tests Between Trials

trials Compared

Sy1lable Control, 1 (df=1-58) Control,3 (df=l_54) Control,5 (df=146)

Positíve CS 4.55**
Negative CS 1.09
Control 2.14x

6. 95**
4.Bgrrx

.44

7.37x*
3.89**
2.28*

Dunnett Tests Triíthin Trials
No' of Trial-s df control--Positive cs cont.¡iol-Negative GS

17L
367
5s9

Control A7

L. L6
5.39***
4.Ogx**

.9L

3.92**x
5 .52rc**
6.59***
.43"

Linear Trend. Analyses (df = f, I5O)

Positive CS .59
Negative cs 51.97**
Control I .97*r'

* = p<.05
** = p<.OI

*** = p< .00 j_
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Table 13

Mean Critical CS-UCS Pairings Recalled

Unaware

Trials X

Aware

Trials X

I 1. 5 (n=18) I 2.O (n=1)

Meaningful UCS Groups 3 4.8 (n=17) 3 5.33 (n=3)

5 5.6 (n=15) 5 7 .29 (n=7)

1 .333 (¡¡=21)

CVC-UCS Groups 3 I.23 (n=21)

5 3.95 (n=21)



C{:apter 4

DISCTISSION

This chapter presents a general díscussion of the

results of the study in relation to previous findings in the

area of conditioning of meaning. suggest,ions of possible

future research in relat.ion to the present study are also

discussed.

General Results

Both of the main hlzpotheses presented in c{rapter one

found general support from the results of the study. Nonsense

syllabIes paired with evaluative ucss \^rere rated on the

Semantic Differential scales in the direction of the list with

which it was paired. These results held even when those ss
:.:.: :.: r:

who verbalized a\^rareness of the contingency pairings vrere :;'.,'.,,:;':.

dropped from the analyses ,,',,.,,,,,

The hlpothesis t?rat the conditioning effect would

increase as the number of CS-UCS pairings increased also found

support. gs receiving fíve list presentations exhibited a ' ',

stronger condítioning than ss receiving three or one presen-

tations. rtre three trial group, in turn, showed a stronger

effect than the one trial group. Again, dropping aware es

52
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from the analysis d.id not. arter these findíngs in any signif-

icant v/ay.

It was further hypothesized that the preceding results
would occur for both the meaningful UCS groups and the nonsense

syllable ucs groups. Although the former groups responded in
the e>çected direction, the results for the latter groups are

less clear with respect to the hlpotheses. No conditioning

effect was evid.enced by the groups receiving nonsense sy1lable

ucs list in the one and three trial cond.ítions. However, f.or

the five trial condition, the syllable that was paired with

the positive evaluative list was rated as signíficantly more

positive than the control syllab1e. tfhe syllable paired with
the negative list was rated more negatively than t?re control

but the results for this syIlabIe did. not reach signifíeance.

rn general, the analysis of the síng1e scale data (preasant-

unpleasant.) showed effects which \^rere consistent with the

analysis of the four scale data.

conditioninq and Trials Effect for Meaninqful pairinqs

The conditioning of meaning effect with meaningful

UCSs that has been reported in much of the literature reviewed

in Chapter One (e.g., Staats and Staats, Lg57) has been

repricated in the present study. The effect reported by staats

and staats (1959) that increasíng the number of cs-ucs îrresen-

tations results in an increasingly strong conditioning effect
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\^ras also replícated.. This replieatíon was achieved with

several modífications of the experimental procedure used

originally by the staats' and then by other investigators
(e.g., Cohen, !964; page, ]'969).

rn the conditioning of meaning studies previousry

reported' in the literature the E has presented the CS visually
followed, by oral presentat,ion of the ucs. rn the present

st'udy both cs and ucs were presented visually. rn ad.d.ition,

t'he present study employed the anticipation method of stimulus
presentation. CS1 was shown, followed by CS1_UCS1, CS2,

cs2-ucs2, etc. previous studies in the area had all employed

a CS1-UCS1, CS2-UCS2 arrangement.

one other difference in technique between the present

study and those previously reported should be noted. Most of
the previous studies continued to fol1ow the orígínal Staats

and staats (L9s7) procedure of using lB conditioning trials.
Hare (1964) used only eight trials but reported no conditioning
effect when contingency aware ss were not included in the

analysis- rn the present study there was a significant
conditioning effect i-n the meaningful ucs group for unaware ss

when just six conditioning triars \^rere employed.

Awareness of Continqency

The major variabre investigated in this study was the

effect of awareness on ttre conditioning of meaning. rs
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awareness Tì,ecessary for the conditioning of meaning to occur

or is a\^/areness merely a frequent by-product of meaning condi-

tioning which is itself an unnecessary element in achíeving

the cond.itioning as Staats (1969) suggested.? 
:

other stud.ies had. concentrated on one technique - the

post-oqperimental questionnaire - to invesLigate the effects
of awareness on meaning cond.itioníng. This technique had been 

:,

criticized by Staats (1969) who stated that the suestionnaire
..

itseLf might "shape-up" affírmat.ive avrareness responses.

Taking this critícism into account., the present study employed.

two separate methods of stud.ying the aürareness variable. one

of these methods was the questionnaire method itself. The

other technique attempted. to eliminate the possibility of
contingency and demand. a\^¡areness and was inherent in the

conditioning proced.ure for Ës in the nonsense syllable ucs

9roups.Forthesegroupst'heUCS1ístcontainedon1ynonsense
a:

syllabres that \^rere previously found. to be positively or ::

negatíveJ-y evaluative on the semant,ic Differentiar rating
scales. None of the 64 ss ín these groups verbalized contin-
gency a\4rareness whíle 11 -g-s of a total 0f 61 in the meaníngful ,,,

UCS groups verbalized. contingency awareness.

Hare (1964) speculated that a\^rareness of contingency

pairings was caused by gs perceiving the conditioning procedure

as a problem-solving task. He stated that s "figures-out" the :
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purpose of the condítioning of meaning experiment by forming

the concept of "goodness" or "bad,ness" from the UCS lists.

The s who ís successful in forming the correct concept rooks

upon the semantic Differential scales as a vray of telling E

that he has indeed solved the problem. This would result,

Hare states, in extreme rating scores for such Ss. Hare

reported that he found such extreme ratings for these ss. rn

the present study a similar trend was observed. The mean

rating for aware gs of the cs paired with the negative ucs

word list was lower than 2.o¡ for the cs paired with the

positíve word list it was greater than 6.0. This was true for

analysis of both the pleasant-unpreasant scare alone and for

the four evaluative scales combined.

A.s was previously reported, 11 of the 61 Ss (approxi-

mately 20% of, the group) verbaLizeð. contingency a\^rareness. rn

the studies reviewed., a\4rareness varied trom s% (glanford and

Sampson, L964) Lo 83% (Hare, 1964). Trlhat are some of the

variabres contributing to this large discrepancy? rt seems

that two of these variables may be the criterion measure of

a\^¡areness and t?re number of qs run in eacïr session of the

e>rperiment.

An analysis of ten of the stud.ies reported in chapter

one of the number of ss in each session and percentage of gs

dropped from the analysis because of awareness was performed..
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(411 of the studies except for Hare (1965) incruded this

information). The present study was also íncluded. in this

analysis. rn general it was found that the larger the group,

the larger the reported awareness. on the extremes, Blanford

and sampson (Lg64) ran ss in groups of from one to six and

reported 5% awareness. nlare ran approximatery 35 gs in each

group and reported 83% awareness. A rank-order correlation of

these data for all the studies yield,ed a coefficient of .7o.

Although these data are not conclusive, they are interesting.

The conÈrol of ss' behaviour is probably much more difficult

to monitor in large groups than in smarl groups. rf one s

becomes a\^rare in a large group it would be easy for him to

transmit his insight to the other. These problems can be

sharpry red.uced when the E is in a posítion to observe arl ss

and exert whatever authoríty s_s might perceive he has. rn

the present study the groups of from three to eíght ss were

seated in a small room with partitíons between them. copying

and. talking were thereby eliminated.

The criterion of awareness is a second variable thought

by the present. author to influence the percentage of aware ss

reported. Hare (19G4, 1965) used the number (he did not

índ.icate what number) of correct cs-ucs paíríngs recalled.

All of the other studíes reviewed in chapter one used. some

kind of post-e>çerimental verbal or written questionnaíre as
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the awareness criterion. fhe dífference between the Hare

(L964) study and the study whích reported. the next highest

percentage of a\^/areness (Page, L969) in terms of thís percentage

ís striking. Hare reported 83% of his ss became aware while

Page reported 39.5% (demand. and. contíngency awareness). The

criterion of a\^tareness must certainly be t.aken into account

in d,iscussing any difference in percentage of aware Ss between

these two stud.ies. rt is probable that correct recalr of a

partícular number of cs-ucs pairings is a necessary but not a

sufficíent condition for verbalizing aüTareness on the question-

naire. rn the present study all 1r aware ss (judged av¡are on

the basis of the questionnaire data) correctly recalred at

least two cs-ucs pairings. The mean was 6.8 correctly recalled

pairings for the aware group. The mean correct recaIl for

the unaware group (N = 48) was just 3.8-

Apparently' the tlpe of questionnaire used is itself

a variable af fecting the report of the ss' a\,,¡areness. This

factor will be discussed in the next section.

Demand Awareness

fqo S in the present study verbalized. demand awareness.

That j-s, no s wrote in the questionnaire that he felt that the

purpose of the stud.y was to see how the syl1ables would be

rated after the cs-ucs presentation. v[hy are these results so

seemingly inconsistent with those of page (f'969) ? The number
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that verbalized demand. awareness in the page study was

a total of, 281.

The major difference between the page study and the

present study in terms of the d.etermination of awareness \^ras

the tlpe of questionnaire used. page used a quite lengthy and

invorved protocol which asked highly specific questions as to

the nature of the e>çeriment, its purpose and so on (e.g.,

"\,üere you ever a\^rare during the experiment that yOF... \^ras

always paired wíth words of unpleasant meaning or connotatíon

and that IdtIH... T¡ras always paired with words of unpl_easant

meaning? And if so \^rere you a!üare of any effect this might

have had on you as you marked the rating scales? E:rplain. "

Page, L969, p 181). It wilt be recalled that Staats (1969)

criticized. this t]æe of protocol on the grounds that íts format

may lead to previously una\^/are Ês becoming aware of tïre purpose

of the study and possibly indicating thaË they were aware

during the e>çeriment itself. The protocol employed. in the

present study (see Appendix B) was quíte short and its purpose

was probabl-y not, apparent. The questions asked \^rere of a

general nature and offerred few hints as to its purpose.

Possibly for this reason, una\^rare ss were kept from becoming

a\^rare during completion of the questionnaire. All of the 11

aware Ss índicated that. the awareness \^¡as achieved. sometime

during the presentation of the slides - usually about halfway

of Ss

86 of
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through the presentation. rf this conclusion is accepted,

then críticism of the long questionnaire might be ínvestígated

more closely. An analogous criticism of Levin's (1961)

questionnaire used ín a study on verbal operant condit,ioning

has been made by speilberger (1962) and is quite compelríng.

The Nonsense Syl1able UCS Groups

The operationalization of awareness (either demand or

contingency) as the verbal report of this aürareness presents

many problems. Although staats (]-969') suggest,ed that the long

and detailed questionnaíre s?rapes some ss' respoïÌses to a

previously unattained a\^rareness it is possible, in turn, that
the shorter quest.íonnaíres or verbal questions are not e>rplícit

enough to elicit a criterion awareness response from Ss who are

in fact atnrare of the cs-ucs contingencies or t?re purpose of
the e><periment or both.

The nonsense syllabIe UCS lists \^¡ere used in this study

to eliminate the possíbility of becoming aware of both the

cs-ucs contingencies and the purpose of the study. The concept

of "good.ness" or "bad.ness" probably could not be ascribed. to

apparently "meaningless" nonsense sylrables even though these

same syllables r¡t¡ere previously found to contaín an evaluative

component. None of the 64 qs in this condition verbalized

anything resembling the nature of the contingency used. None

of them verbalízed awareness as to the purpose of the study.
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Íhe result,s of the conditioning of meaning for these

groups are equivocal. Ttrey d.o not clearly support either the

conditioning wíthout alrrareness hypothesis or the condítioning

only with a\^rareness hypothesis. The groups receiving one and ..,.,
.. 

t .':a., -

three presentations of the CS-UCS lists did not show any

significant difference ín rating the cs syllable compared to

t'he cont'roI sylIable. It will be recalled that the equivalent .'
.

groups in the meaningful UCS cond.ition exhibited differential :..:
.; .1:.,,:

ratings. A comparison of these cond.itions would tend to

strongly support a conditioning only with a\^rareness hlzpothesis

if it is assumed that concept formation can occur only with

blatently meaningful stímuli.

care must be taken before acceptance of the precedíng

conclusion. The mean phase r ratings of the meaníngful word.s

\^tere much more extreme than the ratings of the syllables.
(see Append.ices c and D) . For this reason it would be e><pected ,',",'

. 
: 
.-''.:1

that the conditioning effect would be weaker for the nonsense ,,,
. .j.. 

. ;. . 
...

syllable groups than for the meaningful word groups. This

point is supported by the findings in the five presentation

nonsense syllable group. For thís group there \^rere differences ,,,:,,'
-i l:t.

of ratíngs for cs syllables and control syrrabLes. tfkrese

differences occurred in the e>çected. direction but \4rere sig-

nificant only for the syIlable paired with the positive

evaluative Iist. The syllable paired with the negative líst , ,
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\^ras trended in a negatíve direction but failed to reach
significance. It. might be e>çlained, then, that even though

the ucs lists \4rere evaluatively weak for the nonsense syrlable
groups, maTìy presentations of the list resulted in a small
conditioning effect. This e>çranation finds support from the
results of Staats and Staats (1959) and from the present study.
Both of these e>cperiments found that as e>$)osure to cs -
meaníngful UCS pairings increased, the conditioning effect
exhibíts a concommitant increase.

The precedíng interpretation is made with some

reservations - An alternative e>çlanation might be equally
acceptable. This alternative finds a basis in the work of
zajonc (1968) and others rn¡ho found that mere repeated exposure

to a stimurus results in an enhancement of its evaluative
meaning. Zajonc, cites a study by Johnson, Thomson and Frinke
(1960) whích found that repeated exposure of a nonsense

syllable resulted in an increasingly positive ,,good.-bad,,

semantíc dífferentíal rating.

The results of the ratings of the cs syrlable paired
with the positive UCS list are in agreement with the .ïohnson,

Ttromson and Frinke (1960) results. Further support for this
interl>retation would be had. by comparing the control syllable
ratings for groups receivíng one, three and five presentations.
The greater the number of presentations, the higher the
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syllable is rated. lfhis was also true in the case of the

group receiving meaningful ucs lists. However, what of the

relatively negat,ive ratings gíven to the cs paired with the

negative ucs syllable list? These fíndings are une]<f)ected in
terms of the "mere-exposure" hlpothesis. Although these results
were not sígnificant, the trend fits in only with the condí_

tioning without awareness hypothesis.

Conclusions

The conditioning of meaning effect reported by staats
and staats (L9s7) and by others and the effect of increasing
conditioning with increasing cs-ucs presentation has been

replicated in Ëhe present study. However, the conditioning
without a\^¡areness hlpothesis was neither supported or

unsupported. Using the criterion of verbal report, Èhe result,s
indicated that conditioníng of meaning does occur wíthout

a\^¡areness - using the technique of eliminating avTareness by

means of ucs lists composed of nonsense sylrables, the

conditioning without awareness hlpothesis was given littIe if
any support.

Future research in this area is needed that would

enlarge upon the technique for eliminating a\^/areness introduced

in the present e>cperiment. The use of ucs lists composed of
nonsense syllables that are found to be more strongly

evaluative than those used in the present study and increasing
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t'he number of cs-ucs trials from Èhe five used ín thís study

would provide a stronger test of the conditioning wíthout

a\^rarenes s hypothes is .
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APPETIDTX A

Typical Page from Semantic Dífferential

Rating Booklet

rr17^

PLEASA¡IT._ 3 : 3 : = ? :UNpLEAS.ASTT

CRUEL:-3-:-: : : : :KïIilD

BEALIIIFTTLs : : 3 2 3 : :UGLY

DIRTY:-_:_: : z 2 z i CLEAAT
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APPENDTX B

Awareness euestionnaire

1. Tv?rat procedure (or procedures) did you use to learn the
pairs?

': ";: -..: i--:rì_

2. Tn the past we have found that some

in verbal learning e>çeriment.s form

about how or what they should 1earn,

are independent of the e>çeriment I s

you form such ideas?

67

people who particípate

id.eas or hlpotheses

et.c., and. these ideas

instructions. Did

sIídes. (rf you
\^zas duríng the
you formed your

3.

4.

Yes No (Check one)

If you checked Ves above, what \^ias your hlryothesis or

hypotheses?

when did. you develop the hlpothesis? ctreck one of the

following:

During the presentation of the
check this one estimate when it
presentation of the slides that
hlpothesis.

After the presentation of the slides, but beforethe recall of the pairs.

During the recall of the pairs.

After the recall of the pairs.

V{?rile read.ing the questionnaire.



Mean Ratings and
UCS

APPENDTX C

Standard Deviations of Negative
Vüord Lists for phase I Subjects

I¡üord UCS List

s. d.

1.30

L.42

t.49

L.27

1. 31

1.51

o-" i
1.56

L.76

2.OB

L.52

2.44

2.60

!üord UCS List

s 'd' P-u x

1.05 6.60

1.06 6.80

1.08 6 .56

L.69 6.08

1.11 6.60

t.76 5.96

68

and Positive

s.d.

o.77

0.93

1. s3

o.87

L.26

1.66

s.d.

o.76

0.50

0.87

0.95

0.50

1.70

v{ôrd

Disgustíng

Fear

Insane

Sick

Stupid

Worthless

lrrord total x

Friend 6.15

Happy 6.28

Healthy 6.13

Rich 4.77

Sweet 6.11

W'in 5.20

(1 = extreme positive, 7 =

Negative

Total X

2.OO

2.47

2.44

2.50

2.9I

3 .04

Posit.ive

extreme negative

Total f = Mean rating for aIl four scales

p-u X = Mean rating for pleasant-unpleasant scale
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APPETIDIX D

Mean Ratings and. Standard Devíations of Negative and positíve
Nonsense syllable ucs Líst for phase r subjects

SyIlab1e

CAK

GAC

GOC

GOK

IüAP

Yi'IT

Negatíve Nonsense

Total X

3 .07

2.76

2.76

3.00

2.85

2.92

Positive Nonsense

List

p-u x

2.88

2.36

2.32

2.72

2.80

2.60

UCS List

p-u x

5.2A

4.78

4.40

4.60

4.92

5.20

Syllable

s.d.

L.42

I.26

t.20

1. 56

1. 10

1.20

Sy1Iab1e

s.d.

I.20

1.09

L.57

1.38

t.40

1.31

s. d.

L.64

L.29

t.44

t.43

1.22

1.15

Sv11able Total X

cEN 4.76

.TOH 4.72

MOY 4.56

wrM 4.77

Yos 4.55

zAxï 4.6e

(1 = extreme positive, 7 =

s.d.

I.2L

t.L7

l.7L

L.66

1.38

l.4L

extreme negative)

Total X = Mean rating for all four scales

p-u X = mean rating for pleasant-unpleasant scale
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APPENDTX E

Ratings and Stand.ard Deviations
Nonsense Syllables For phase

of CS and. Control
I Subjects

Svllable

BÏT^Ï

DAP

KEiT

KOM

NÏD

QEP

RE,f

VEM

Uotal X

3. 83

4.OO

3.91

4.03

4.10

3.91

4.07

3.84

s,d.

1. 36

L.29

L.25

L.48

L.37

t.26

1.66

L.70

p-u t
3.40

4.07

3.84

4.08

3.92

3.84

4.OO

3.92

s. d.

t.44

1.32

1.31

t.47

L.66

1- 65

L.96

1.91

(1 = e>(treme positive, 7 = extreme negatíve)

Total i = lrtean rating for all four scales

p-u i = Mean rating for pleasant-unpleasant scale
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APPENDIX F

Mean Ratíngs and standard Deviations for FíIler Nonsense
Syllables (Used as CSs in non-critical CS-UCS

Pairings) ¡'or phase I Subjects

tt'_" 
tt 

''

Filler LísI A

Svllab1e Tot.al X s.d.. p-u X _Þ.:d.

BIS 4.34 1.34 4.32 t.46 ,

'"..' '.

FïC 3.37 1.43 3.45 1.50 
.:,,i.::,

srY 4.27 1.22 4.48 1.58

ITz 4.26 1.19 4.28 L.2L

voY 4.5t t.2B 4.36 L.AL

YAT 3. 51 1. 16 3.48 t.22

Filler List B

Svllable gotal I s.d.. o-o X s.d.

DAS 4'22 
'-'L' 

4'32 1' 31 
'..;',;-,',;;,,

LÏB 4.28 1.28 4.36 L.34 : j ..j

: ..: '.: ;.'NEB 3.gB 1.39 3.69 1.03 ,,':,.,,

QUr 3 .23 L.05 3.20 o . 91

sEG 3 ' 53 1' 19 3 '48 l'2g 
:,,,,,:,:,.,:

TÏY 4.38 L.22 4.4O 1.35 ::-:.::

(1 = extreme positive, 7 = extreme negative)

Total f = uean Rating for all four scales ü

p-u x = Mean rating for pleasant-unpreasant scale
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APPENDTX G

Semantic Differential Instructíons

rf you feel that the concept at the top of the scale is veryclosely related to one end of the scale, you shourd placeyour check-mark as follows:

STRONG :x:_:_3_:_:_3_3 VüEAK or STRONG 3_:_:_:_3_:_3x3 W.EAK

If you feel that the concept is to oneor the other end of the scale (but not ¿"t""*"Iy), y"u shouldplace your check-mark as follows:

STRONG :_3x:_3_:_:_:_: T^IEAK or STRONG :_:_3_:_:_3x:_: WEAK

Tf the concept seems onlv sliqhtly related to one end as
opposed to the other end. (but is not realþ neutral), thenyou should check as follows:

STRONG :_:_3x:_3_:_3_3 VüEAK or STRONG :_3_:_:_:x:_3_: WEAK

The direction toward which you check depends upon v¡hich of t?retwo end.s of the scale seem most characteristic of the conceptor person you are judging.

If you consíder the concept to be neutral, on the scale, bothsides of the scale equally describe the concept, then you
should place your check-mark in t?re middre space:

STRONG :_3_:_3x3_:_3_: VüE.AK
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